OneStream Software and B-eye Solutions Launch Strategic Partnership in
the Middle East
CPM Leader and OneStream Platinum Partner bring deep domain expertise and
extensive industry experience to the Office of Finance
ROCHESTER, MI – March 6, 2018 –OneStream Software LLC today announced they have forged a
partnership with B-eye Solutions to transform Corporate Performance Management (CPM) for sophisticated
organizations. OneStream and B-eye Solutions’ shared vision for partnership will change the way
organizations in the Middle East currently handle their enterprise-wide financial processes.
OneStream Software provides a revolutionary Corporate Performance Management (CPM) solution that
unifies and simplifies financial consolidation, planning, reporting, analytics, and financial data quality for
sophisticated organizations. Deployed in the cloud or on-premise, OneStream’s smartCPM™ platform is the
first and only solution that delivers corporate standards and controls, with the flexibility for business units to
report and plan at additional levels of detail without impacting corporate standards – all through a single
application.
“We are thrilled to announce our partnership with B-eye Solutions and extend our presence in the Middle
East,” said Craig Colby, chief revenue officer of OneStream Software. “We believe that a strategic
partnership with B-eye Solutions is ideal for the evolving needs of our customers on a global scale. More
organizations are turning to OneStream to modernize, simplify, and extend their Corporate Performance
Management. Together, OneStream and B-eye Solutions will provide our shared customers with a
SmartCPM solution that eliminates inefficiencies and allows them to Get Back to Business.”
"B-eye is one of the first OneStream partners in Europe and has had great success in delivering
OneStream's smartCPM platform for sophisticated financial reporting, profitability and planning solutions to
drive real business value to our global customers," said Jesper Hansen, Partner of B-Eye Solutions. "We are
excited to leverage this experience to enter the Middle East market with the knowledge and expertise of how
to deliver a smarter cpm solution for our customers and empower them to utilize this state-of-the-art
technology."
Join OneStream Software and B-eye Solutions for an executive event and OneStream demonstration on 21
March at the JW Marriott Marquis Hotel Dubai. For more information or to register, visit
onestreamsoftware.com/events.
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About OneStream Software LLC
OneStream Software provides a revolutionary Corporate Performance Management (CPM) solution that
unifies and simplifies financial consolidation, planning, reporting, analytics and financial data quality for
sophisticated organizations. Deployed in the cloud or on-premise, OneStream XF is the first and only
solution that delivers corporate standards and controls, with the flexibility for business units to report and
plan at additional levels of detail without impacting corporate chart of accounts—all through a single
application. The OneStream XF MarketPlace features downloadable solutions that allow customers to easily
extend the value of their CPM platform to quickly meet the changing needs of finance and operations. We
are driven by our mission statement that every customer must be a reference and success.

For more information, visit OneStream Software http://www.onestreamsoftware.com or on Twitter
@OneStream_Soft.

About B-eye Solutions
B-eye Solutions provides consulting, implementation and application lifecycle management to multinational
clients. B-eye Solutions is a OneStream Platinum Partner, one of only two platinum partners in Europe, and
the only platinum partner in APAC and Middle East.
The company was established in Copenhagen in 2006 and has since grown their services and operations to
clients across the globe. Today, B-eye Solutions has more than 60 staff, majority of which are consultants
with a strong track record within the Corporate Performance Management (CPM), Business Intelligence and
Analytics fields, across the technical, infrastructure and application disciplines.
For more information, visit B-eye Solutions www.beyesolutions.com.

